0946 QUICKpaint (0946CP) & 0947, 0947/VP Paint it Fast

- **What is the base chemistry for these formulations?** Proprietary styrenated acrylic emulsion blend.
- **What sets these products apart from typical caulks & sealants available today?** Paintable in 30 minutes with premium paint, depending upon atmospheric conditions. (cool temperatures & higher humidity can extend painting time) Higher solids of the formulation results in reduced shrinkage for most applications.
- **Are the formulations spec-compliant?** Yes; formulations satisfy requirements of ASTM C 834-05 Type P.
- **Are products suitable for Interior/Exterior applications?** Yes; w/ directions followed.
- **Is product water clean up?** Yes.
- **Is product mildew resistant?** Yes.
- **Is product suitable for below-grade applications?** No; product should not be used for below-grade applications, applications where water immersion is required or in horizontal applications where water-ponding is likely to occur.
- **What is the recommended temperature range for storage & application?** 40F & rising, to 90F.
- **Is product VOC Compliant?** Yes; product suitable for sale in California, OTC & other regulated areas.
- **Does the 0946 QUICKpaint or 0947 Paint it Fast contain any Prop 65 listed ingredients?** Yes (see MSDS)
- **Where can I find additional information on this product?** Consult MSDS & TDS on this website ([www.reddevil.com](http://www.reddevil.com))